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FOREWORD

The Illinois Division of Industrial Planning and Development in the Department of

Registration and Education, with the cooperation of other state agencies, has undertaken

a comprehensive survey of the economic resources of Illinois. Resulting from this research is

the Atlas of Illinois Resources, which is being published as a series of separate documents. On
behalf of the Division, I take pleasure in presenting Section III of this series, entitled Forest,

Wildlife, and Recreational Resources.

Today, as industrial and commercial developments are planned, we find increasing

consideration being given to the attractiveness of a locale as a place of residence. In the fore-

front in this regard are the opportunities offered by an area, region, or state for hunting and

fishing and other outdoor activities associated with nature.

In Section III an inventory has been made of our "living natural resources"— of forest,

fish, and game—with the objectives of setting forth the recreational as well as the commercial

aspects of these resources in the state. This section of the Atlas of Illinois Resources thus plays

its part in providing the bases for evaluating the advantages of Illinois relative to those of

other states or for selecting for further study areas within Illinois which meet more specifically

certain locational needs.
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Ofkick of thk Govkrnor
Springfield

William G. Stratton
GOVERNOR February, 1960

In this survey of the resources of Illinois, we have come to a place where we may well

pause and reaffirm our objectives. Section III completes the inventory of our natural re-

sources. We now have reviewed the qualities and assets of the state as regards water, climate,

minerals, forests, fish, and game. In these presentations consideration of soils, a major re-

source of Illinois, has been deferred for treatment in a forthcoming section on agriculture.

Otherwise, we have dealt, state-wide, with our basic natural resources, their economic

development and their potential. A review of the Alias at this point will show that we are

not favored above all other states with regard to certain resources. alihouu;h it is equally

apparent that with respect to some resources we occupy an enviable position indeed. On
the other hand, the sum total of our basic natural resource position, augmented by our truly

unique transportation system, provides a very favorable raw material situation for modern

commerce and industry— not only now but in the future.

This, then, is the background, and we are now prepared to look alicad and sec what has

been built upon this resource base. These aspects will be brought into focus for your attention

as we deal from now on with such matters as transportation, markets, industrial develop-

ment, labor supply, population, education, and agriculture. With the completion of this

second phase we will have presented in the Alias of Illinois Resources our inventory and assess-

ment of the state, a task which seems most necessary as Illinois prepares to insure her place

as a major focus of economic activity in the world of tomorrow.

4^:i^^y^J^c^^i^z

Governor
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THE LIVING NATURAL RESOURCES OF ILLINOIS

Harlow B. Mills, Chief

Illinois State Natural History Survey Division

Forests, fish, and wild game have a dual role in the evaluation of the attractive-

ness of an area for industry. These natural resources not only provide direct materials

for substantial segments of manufacturing and commerce, but they also make up a

large part of the recreational potential of a region and thus contribute to the local

amenities of living. Increasing recognition of the importance of a pleasant way of

life by the citizenry in general has played its part in supjX)rting a steady improvement

in Illinois efforts to conserve and increase the supply of these renewable resources.

The resource history of North America has been one of rapid and widespread

exploitation, and despite, or possibly because of, this exploitation during the past

century, the people of North America have developed an economy which has had no

counterpart. Natural resources of soil, climate, forest, game, and fish have provided

the bases for a phenomenal expansion in the production of food and raw materials.

Without these and other resources, particularly fuels and ores, the development of

industry could not have taken place.

While the economy of the country is dependent in large measure on its natural

resources, and was made fMjssible because of them, the development of our society

will be measured, in the long run, in terms of the best use of these resources in the face

of the increased demands of a growing population.

Illinois had, and has, its share of these resources. The state's water supply and

climate, its minerals and its agricultural wealth are described in other sections of the

Atlas of Illinois Resources. The present section provides an inventory and analysis of

Illinois forests and wildlife as direct sources of commercial materials and as resources

providing opportunities for recreation. The state does not satisfy its own huge de-

mands for wood and wood products, for fish, or for furs; many of its citizens seek rec-

reation outside its borders. Nevertheless, increasing emphasis on reforestation and on

the development of fish and game are creating conditions of greater self-sufficiency.

Illinois includes natural conditions representative of lx)th the North and the

South. The southern tip of the state is farther south than Richmond, Virginia, and

the northern border, farther north than New York City, approaches the latitude of

Boston, Massachusetts. Stretching across nearly 400 miles of latitude in the center

of the North American continent, the state's boundaries encompass a wealth and

variety of the bounties of nature. This variety is expressed in the white pine and

tamarack of the north and the bald cypress and tupelo gum of the south, the northern

dairying area and the southern cotton acreages. Within its borders are vast expanses

of fine agricultural land, excellent hardwood forests, and a wealth of recreational op-

portunity.



Although Illinois has been called the "Prairie State," it was actually an inter-

spersion of tall grass prairie and eastern deciduous forest prior to the coming of

European man. There were good stands of timber in earlier times, especially in the

south. The forest has been reduced, however, from some 14,000,000 acres or about

40 percent of the state area, to approximately 4,000,000 acres or a little over 10 per-

cent of the state area. This change has come about through the commercial use of the

timber and the clearing of tree growth for agriculture. The potential and probable

potential forest acreage, that is, the area which should be producing timber under

present conditions, has been estimated to be a little more than 6,000,000 acres,

nearly half again as much as that now in forest. With the establishment of the

Shawnee National Forest in southern Illinois and a generally reawakened interest in

timber production during the past two decades, the tide of forest loss in Illinois has

been stemmed, and there is now an increase in acreage and a more intelligent use of

forests and their products. Many wood-processing mills operate in the state, producing

such products as rough lumber, finishing hardwoods, poles and posts, cooperage,

baskets, and some small amount of wood pulp.

Further, the value of wooded areas for recreation is becoming more and more

obvious, and the use of woodlands such as the Shawnee Forest and the county forest

preserve districts for picnicking, camping, hiking, nature study, hunting, and fishing is

growing rapidly.

The population of the state has increased and will continue to grow in the future.

Because of this growth and the trend toward more leisure time, the matter of recrea-

tion for its citizens is becoming more and more an urgent problem. This is being

met by an expanding state park system, the establishment of county forest preserve

districts, and an increased emphasis on the development of opportunities for such

outdoor recreational activities as hunting and fishing.

The hunting of both aquatic and terrestrial game is available and encouraged.

Within the past two years the season on deer has been opened for the first time in

many years. Through natural migration and the planting of breeding stock, deer

have become rather common in some areas, notably in the northwestern counties and

the southern quarter of the state. The earlier disappearance of these fine game animals

may have been caused by excessive hunting plus the change from the primitive

natural habitat to an agricultural one. The new deer population seems to have ad-

justed to the changed conditions and is thriving.

Another species which seems to have adapted itself to the new landscape is the

beaver, which is again widespread in the state after a long absence. Attempts are now

being made to re-establish such species as the ruffed grouse and the wild turkey.

There is a good population of pheasants in the northeast quarter of the state, and

quail occur over the whole of Illinois, although they are more abundant as one pro-

gresses southward. Rabbits are available almost everywhere.



While uaterfowl may be seen and hunted throughout the state, there are certain

areas which have long been known for concentrations of these birds. The Mississippi

Flyway—a route much used by many migratory birds between Canada and the

U.S.—furnishes large annual flights of ducks and geese from the north and north-

west which move through Illinois, primarily along the Illinois and Mississippi Rivers.

Many private duck clubs and several public shooting areas are located along the

Illinois River from Bureau to Grafton. Others are along the Mississippi. One of the

very large concentrations of Canada geese in North America is to be found at the

southern tip of the state. More than 200,000 birds may frequent this area during the

winter.

The commercial fishery of Illinois is declining, but it is still a sizeable item in

state income, and the potential is greater than the harvest. Sport fishing can be

found in most of the state's lakes and streams, and the facilities for this activity are

constantly being increased. The common species which interest the hook-and-line

fisherman include several species of sunfishes, crappies, largemouth and smallmouth

bass, several catfishes, carp, and many others. Northern pike are caught in the

northern part of the state. New species, such as the red-eared sunfish, have been

introduced to enhance this sport.

Leisure time activities can be met in most areas without the necessity of long

travel. Most communities have sportsmen's clubs with open memberships, which

promote outdoor activities and often have a social program as well, and there are

many organizations interested in nature appreciation.

Illinois is more noted for its commerce, industry, and agriculture and for its

unexcelled position with regard to trade and transportation than it is for its forests

and wildlife resources. Its holdings with regard to the latter, however, are con-

siderable and substantial progress has been made in the scientific management and

development of these resources to increase their productivity as sources of raw

materials and to enhance their recreational values. A fuller recognition of the

recreational needs of the state and a better understanding of the management needs

of natural resources are broadening the opportunities for recreation and increasing

the productivity of the lakes, streams, and forests. Illinois is prepared to meet the

demands of a growing population through an increased emphasis on the development

of its natural resources.



FORESTS AT THE TIME OF SETTLEMENT

Arthur G. Vestal

The extent of Illinois forests in 1810, at the time of first settlement, is shown on

the map. In general, the same kinds of forest exist today, although the areas have

been progressively reduced, with the less-cultivated hillier parts being least af-

fected. The make-up of forests has also changed with time and some species are now

scarce or locally eliminated while other weedier kinds have increased and spread.

Three of the forest regions prevailing in the United States are represented in Illinois:

the Eastern Deciduous Forest, the Northern Coniferous Forest, and the Southeastern

Coastal Plain Forest. Of these, the first mentioned is by far most important.

The Eastern Deciduous Forest, represented in many aspects in Illinois, occupied and still accounts

for most of the forested area. Forests which had advanced upstream within river valleys and later

spread onto the flat uplands appeared as "timber belts" within the extensive prairie area. "Oak

openings," scatteringly forested areas in the northern counties, resulted from fires which killed all

trees but the thick-barked bur oaks and black oaks. At this time also, the sandy lake plains of former

glacial Lake Chicago and sand areas along larger rivers were divided between scrubby black oak

forests and sand prairies.

The eastern arm of the Prairie Region (Transeau's Prairie Peninsula) extends through Illinois

into Indiana and Ohio. It marks limits for certain trees within the Eastern Deciduous Forest. Northern

species are limited southward by if, southern and certain eastern species do not occur north of it.

Beech, tulip tree, red maple, black birch, and black gum do not occur within it. South of the "Prairie

Peninsula" extensive upland flats had each, in its middle part, local prairies bordered by post oak

rather than bur oak. Elsewhere in this locality, surrounding stream valleys had mi.xed forests; drier

valley slopes and adjoining uplands had white and black oaks.

South-central and southern Illinois had and now have a deciduous forest that is somewhat richer

in species. The principal cover of the Shawnee Hills was dry oak forest. In rich sheltered sites mixed

forest included tulip tree, hard maple, beech, and black gum; in a few spots, cucumber magnolia and

spiny aralia.

The cherty hills bordering the Mississippi in far-southern Illinois have forest cover related to that

of the Ozark-Ouachita uplift of Missouri and Arkansas. This area is the home of a distinctive set of

species, ranging into Texas. The chief Illinois representative is shortleaf pine, at present found scat-

teringly on the Pine Hills west ofJonesboro and at one locality farther north.

The Southeastern Coastal Plain Forest is represented by a lowland in far-southern Illinois. Cypress-

tupelo and other swamp forests occupy frequently flooded areas. In high bottoms and low hills are

certain southern upland trees, such as Spanish oak, winged elm, and tree huckleberry.

Northern Coniferous Forest vegetation occurs as a few remnants in northern Illinois. These remnants,

scanty enough in 1810, now include tamaracks at the Volo bog, arbor vitae and yew at Starved Rock,

white pine forests in Ogle County, and white birches and other northern plants in scattered localities.

Early descriptions show that during the early days of settlement, the several

types of forest occupied the same type of habitat in which their remnants are found

today. There is a distinct local-geographic pattern of habitats and of forest types. This

may be seen in soil maps of particular counties, in which soil types are obviously cor-

related with topographic forms and with types of vegetation. The prairie grassland,

the island grove, the pin oak flat, the bur oak border, may no longer exist where the

soil map indicates their occurrence, but their earlier presence may scarcely be doubted.
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PRESENT FORESTS

J, Nelson Spaeth

The four million acres of forests now present in Illinois occur for the most part

in the west-central, south-central, and southern parts of the state. In the prairie

areas, woodlands are scattered widely and are generally limited to those bottomlands

along the major streams which are not protected by levees and to rough, broken land

or sandy areas adjacent to these and other water courses.

Three-fourths of the forest area is upland, comprised of four forest types: oak-

hickory, mixed hardwood, white oak, and scrub hardwoods, which occur in this

order with respect to both acreage and volume of merchantable timber. Bottomland

hardwoods and pin oak flats occupy the remainder of the area. The most important

species in Illinois forests are white, red, black, and post oaks; ash, walnut, soft maple,

yellow poplar, and cottonwood. There is a favorable balance of size classes, almost

one-third of the total area being large sawtimber. In 1947 various species of oak

.made up 57 percent of the 10.258 billion board feet of sawtimber in Illinois fore. is.

There were over 2 billion board feet of white oak, which is the most valuable species.

The average volume per acre was 2,603 board feet, but 36 percent of the volume

was in stands which contained more than 7,000 board feet to the acre. The 4

million acres of forest contained 3.9 biUion cubic feet of sound wood. Since 1947

jjie total board feet of sawtimber, the cubic volume of sound wood, and the stand

per acre have increased substantially as a result of timber growth.

The growth rate of timber in Illinois is good, even though it is only one-third

to one-half of what it would be if all the present forest area were fully stockea and

well managed. The net growth in 1947 was about 400 million board feet or 4 percent

of the timber volume. Since the drain against this was only 163 million board feet,

the net increase in growing stock was 234 million board feet or 2.3 percent of the

net growing stock. In 10 years, therefore, the volumes of standing timber and the

annual volume growth will have increased about 25 percent. The annual harvest of

timber and other forest products could be increased substantially without depleting

the timber volume. The present favorable balance of growth over drain is bringing

about a more complete utilization of the forest land resource by building up the

volume of growing stock in understocked woodlands.

The drain on Illinois forests is not uniformly distributed geographically. The

heaviest drain, and the greatest depletion of high-quality material, is occurring in

the south. Industries which will utilize the lower grades of sawlogs and less desirable

species are needed to hasten the conversion of poor stands to more desirable species

and quality. In addition to the native woodland, tens of thousands of acres have

been planted to pine. There are hundreds of thousands of acres not well suited to

other uses which could produce high-grade pine timber if they were reforested.
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FOREST RESOURCES

Harlow B. Mills

Illinois has been classified with the prairie states, but originally about two-

fifths of its area was forested. Situated in mid-continent, it is a meeting place for

several kinds of trees with ranges mainly in other parts of the country. White pine

enters Illinois from the north, beech from the east, and cypress from the south.

At the time of first settlement, forests covered both uplands and bottomlands

throughout the southern third of the state and along the western and northern

borders. In the prairie region of central Illinois, forests were restricted to the stream

valleys and the crests of moraines. Splendid hardwood forests occurred along the

flood plains of the larger rivers; those in the region of the Ohio and Wabash Rivers

were reportedly the finest hardwood type in the country. Today, the most extensive

forest areas are in the Shawnee Hills of southern Illinois and the associated bottom-

lands. Only a patchwork of woodland reinains throughout the other forest areas

of the state.

With a large forested area and a wealth of species available for different uses, it

is a little wonder that trees were important in the development of Illinois. It is

not surprising that some kinds were put to uses not now considered economical.

For example, the walnut, now prized for furniture and interior finish, was used ex-

tensively for beams in the construction of buildings and for fence posts. Oaks, now

important for flooring, finish, and cooperage, were used for fuel or burned as the

land was cleared.

The original forest area of Illinois exceeded 14,000,000 acres according to the

best estimates. This area was reduced to less than 4,000,000 acres in the course of

a century, through land clearing for agriculture and other purposes. Some of the

cleared land has proved ill adapted to agricultural use and is being allowed to return

to forest naturally or is being planted to trees.

At the present time the annual harvest of timber in the state is considerably less

than the annual growth, with the result that the volume of standing timber is in-

creasing from 2 to 3 percent a year. Many factors contributed to this increase in

timber inventory in relation to the harvest, but the growing realization of the present

and potential value of timberlands, improved protection from fire, and better pro-

tection from destructive grazing have played a considerable part.

Of the 3,938,000 acres of commercial forest land in the state, 1,823,000 acres

are in sawtimber stands. The present commercial forest lands in Illinois include the

following broadly classified forest types:

Oak-hickory 2,315,000 acres

Oak-gum-cypress 326,000 acres

Oak-pine 12,000 acres

Elm-ash-coltonwood 1,267,000 acres

Maple-beech-i3irch 18,000 acres
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OWNERSHIP OF FOREST LAND

J. Nelson Spaeth

There are 3,993,000 acres of forest in Illinois. Of this, all but 55,000 acres are

classified as commercial forest land; that is, land which is capable of growing a crop

of merchantable timber and which is available for that purpose. The federal govern-

ment owns 216,000 acres of the commercial forest, of which 184,000 acres are in the

Shawnee National Forest in the southern part of the state. The remaining federal

forest land is mostly in wildlife refuges and military reservations. The state owns

about 10,000 acres of commercial forest land, which is contained in three state forests.

More than four-fifths of the land

available for timber production is in pri-

vate ownership. Farmers are the principal

owners, with 3,050,000 acres. Lumber,

pulp, paper, and other forest industries

own only 10,000 acres. All other private

owners hold the remaining 652,000 acres.

These other owners include mining com-

panies, hunting clubs, and miscellaneous

industries, groups, and individuals. An
important feature of the private ownership

of commercial forest land in Illinois is the

large number of owners and the small size

of individual holdings.

This situation is common to states

with a high percentage of farm land. It

complicates the woodland management

and marketing problem of the owner and the supply problem of the industries which

use the timber. It is one of the reasons why the annual harvest of timber is less than

half of the annual growth. A number of forest industries are solving their supply

problem and are providing markets for owners by entering into agreements with

land owners within their supply area under which the industries plan the management

of the forest and the harvesting of the timber.

The 55,000 acres classified as non-commercial timber consists of 9,000 unpro-

ductive acres of shallow soil and rock outcrop which is not capable of producing

merchantable trees and 46,000 acres of productive forest which has been withdrawn

by the owners from commercial timber production. Much of the latter class is

contained in the forest preserves of nine counties shown on the opposite page and in

the state parks shown on the map relating to that topic.

SIZE AND OWNERSHIP OF
COMMERCIAL FORESTS

10



FOREST LANDS OWNED OR
MANAGED BY THE PUBLIC
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SAWMILLS

Harlow B. Mills and Ralph E. Yeatter

More than 1,000 sawmills are operated annually in Illinois. Most of them are

portable, circular mills, and most are operated seasonally. The great bulk of saw-

timber cut in the state is processed in these mills. The estimated output of lumber

was 99,764,000 board feet in 1947.

The greater concentration of sawmills is in the southern third of the state.

About 200 are grouped in the southernmost 16 counties, where there are relatively

large acreages of woodland. The distribution of active sawmills by counties is shown

on the opposite map.

Three percent of the active sawmills in Illinois produce annually more than

500,000 board feet per mill, and account for nearly two-fifths of the state's lumber

output. Most of these large mills are operated throughout the year. Several are

equipped to turn out well manufactured, seasoned, and graded lumber products.

Less well equipped mills may sell lumber to concentration yards for finishing and

grading.

Thirty-five percent of the active sawmills produce from 50,000 to 500,000 board

feet per mill annually. Their products amount to about half of the state total. Most

of them operate intermittently and make use of part-time farm labor. Much of the

product is used locally as rough lumber, although part of it is sold for finishing and

grading in some localities.

The remaining sawmills are chiefly small, portable, farm mills. These mills are

active usually only a few days a year, and produce individually less than 50,000

board feet annually. Their lumber output, about one-tenth of the state total,

consists chiefly of rough boards and timbers which are used on nearby farms.

The forest resources upon which these mills draw are compared with those of

adjoining states in the accompanying graph for the year 1953.

Acrei of Commercial FofeiH

FOREST RESOURCES OF ILLINOIS AND THE SURROUNDING STATES





PRODUCTION OF SAWTIMBER

Harlow B. Mills and Ralph E. Yeatter

The net volume of sawtimber in com-

mercial forests in Illinois in January, 1953,

was 11.694 billion board feet, of which

1 1 .650 billion was hardwood and 44 million

softwood. More than half of the volume of

live sawtimber was in oak of various species.

White oak accounts for more than 20 per-

cent of the total; northern red oak and

black oak each make up about 10 percent.

Elm, hickory, soft maple, sycamore, and

Cottonwood follow the oaks in order.

In general the fast-growing bottom-

land species such as soft maple, sycamore,

and Cottonwood have a greater volume of

sawtimber in trees of large diameter.

Species such as white oak, black walnut,

ash, and sugar maple, where cutting has

been concentrated on the larger trees, have

a relatively greater volume of sawtimber

in the smaller-diameter classes. The annu-

al growth of sawtimber in Illinois in 1953

was estimated to be 496 million board feet.

All but about 2 million board feet of this annual growth was in hardwood species.

An analysis of forest resources and industries in Illinois published in 1952 showed

that the annual cutting drain on sawtimber for the state as a whole then amounted to

41 percent of the annual growth. Roughly two-thirds of the volume of sawtimber

harvested was for lumber, 13 percent for cooperage, and the other 21 percent for

other products, chiefly veneer and fuelwood. The harvest from Illinois forests in

1947 amounted to 99,764,000 board feet of lumber and 11,324,000 board feet of

veneer stock. About 1 million board feet of the latter went into high-quality face

veneer used in the manufacture of furniture and paneling; the remaining 10 million

board feet were used by the veneer container industry to make baskets, boxes, and

crates.

SOFTWOODS
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USES OF FOREST PRODUCTS .

•

%

Harlow B. Mills and Ralph E. Yeatter

About 50 million cubic feet of primary forest products are harvested annually in

Illinois. These products may be classified as follows: fuelwood, 44 percent; sawlogs,

29 percent; fence posts, 10 percent; cooperage stock, 5 percent; pulpwood, 5 percent;

veneer logs, 3 percent; mine timbers, 3 percent; and miscellaneous, 1 percent.

More Illinois wood is used for fuel than for any other purpose. About 60 percent

of all fuelwood, however, comes from dead trees, scattered single trees, and materials

salvaged from cutting and milling operations. Only 24 percent of the volume of

growing stock harvested on Illinois woodlands is cut primarily for fuel. A large part

of the fuelwood is used on the farms where it grew.

Large numbers of fence posts are cut annually by farmers for use in maintaiiiing

the thousands of miles of fence in the state. A total of about 2 million fenceposts was

reported in 1954, about half of which was probably Osage orange. The maps on

the opposite page show the 1954 production of fuelwood and fence posts by counties.

Illinois coal mines consume large quantities of mine timbers. The estimated

harvest of mine timbers and mine ties from Illinois forests in 1947, which wasfl.V

million cubic feet, was less than one-third of the volume required by the state coal

mines that year. In view of the fact that the annual growth of timber in Illinois ilow

greatly exceeds the harvest, it would be possible for our woodlands to supply a much

greater proportion of this requirement.

Lumber produced by Illinois sawmills is used for a variety of purposes. A great

deal of it consists of rough boards used extensively on farms in the construction and

repair of fences and buildings. Other products include railroad ties and timbers for

various types of construction. Some high-quality material is processed for use in

making furniture, flooring, and other finished products. '•*

There are numerous tight-cooperage and veneer container plants in the state or

adjacent to it, drawing on Illinois woodlands. Logs and bolts used in the manu-

facture of tight-cooperage are practically all high-quality white oak. The chief

species used in manufacturing veneer containers and crates are: cottonwood, 60

percent; sycamore, 12 percent; and sweetgum, 10 percent.

Illinois is one of the leading states in the manufacture of wood products such

as furniture and fixtures, mirror and picture frames, cooperage, containers and bo'xes,

Venetian blinds and flooring. It ranks fifteenth in the production of paper and paper

products. The forest-dependent industries employ about 70,000 workers, or 6 percent

of the state industrial force. Illinois forests now supply only 25 to 30 percent of the

hardwood used in the state and practically none of the softwood. A great potential

market is present for the much larger volume of hardwood timber which could be

produced each year through improved forest management practices. '^
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FUR RESOURCES

Carl O. Mohr and Ralph E. Yeatter

Fur trading was an important commercial enterprise of the period of exploration

and settlement in Illinois. Kankakee, La Salle, Peoria, Danville, and Cairo are

among the many Illinois cities that were originally fur trading posts. St. Louis was

the principal fur center of the Central States at the close of the Civil War and this

city still draws large quantities of fur from the Mississippi Valley area. It is estimated

that 75 percent of the Illinois fur harvest ultimately reaches St. Louis or Chicago,

the remaining 25 percent going to eastern markets.

During four trapping and fur-hunting seasons— 1954-55 through 1957-58—an

average of over 7,300 persons were licensed to trap in Illinois and probably as many

more, tenants and landlords, trapped without licenses. Trappers tend to concentrate

in areas where minks and muskrats are relatively numerous. Included among such

localities are the northeastern lake and pothole region, counties bordering the

flood plain lakes and marshes of the Illinois and upper Mississippi Rivers, and those

east-central counties crossed by numerous streams and drainage ditches. Raccoon

hunters are concentrated in the more heavily wooded counties.

A comparison of estimates indicates that the numbers of the principal furbearers

harvested have not varied greatly in the last 20 years. Surveys conducted during

the 1938-39 and 1939-40 seasons showed an annual average of 774,000 muskrats,

50,000 minks, and 39,000 raccoons, respectively, for the three furbearers of greatest

economic importance. Estimates based on trappers' reports for the 1957-58 season

list 657,000 muskrats, 34,200 minks, and 80,000 raccoons; the only change of note

is the increase in raccoons taken, a probable indication of their greater abundance.

The present annual income to Illinois trappers and fur hunters from all furs sold

is estimated to be about $890,000.

During recent years, fur pelts have been marketed through approximately 110

retail and 30 wholesale fur buyers, some of whom have bought and sold more than

30,000 muskrat and several hundred mink pelts annually. Wholesale fur buyers are

widely distributed but tend to be concentrated in northwestern and southern Illinois.

Since World War II, fur prices have declined and the sporting values of fur

animals have become relatively more important. Raccoon hunting and fox hunting

have followers in all sections of the state. Raccoon hunting, however, is most popular

in the wooded counties bordering the Mississippi River and in southern Illinois, and

fox hunting is most popular and best organized in the southern counties.
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COMMERCIAL FISHING

Harlow B. Mills

Illinois has produced sizeable catches of commercial fish for a great many years.

Most of these fish have been taken from the Mississippi and Illinois Rivers and from

Lake Michigan, with smaller quantities coming from the larger tributaries of the two

rivers mentioned.

The species which contribute most to the commercial catch are carp, buffalofish

(three species), sheepshead, channel cat, flathead cat, blue cat, and bullheads. Of

these river fish, the channel cat is greatly sought for, as it brings the best price and

is in greatest demand. The river catch is usually marketed fresh. It is possible that

the commercial output could be increased by the development or adoption of new

marketing methods, for the resource is not completely used.

Lake Michigan once produced large tonnages of lake trout for commercial opera-

tors in the Chicago area, but this fishery is gone. It is hoped that the attempts to

control the lamprey will be sufficiently successful to result in a return of the lake trout

to the commercial fishery. At the present time the lake catch consists largely of lake

chubs, ciscos and their relatives, and smelt. Most of this catch is sold fresh or smoked.

There are two types of commercial fishermen: those who devote all of their time

to the enterprise and those who supplement their income by part-time fishing. The

commercial tackle used consists generally of gill nets (in the northern reaches of the

Mississippi and Lake Michigan), seines, trammel nets (which are more common to

the south), hoop and fike nets, basket traps, and trot lines. The latter two types of

gear are used almost entirely in obtaining

catfishes.

In general the markets are local and

in the larger cities. St. Louis, Chicago, and

New York consume quantities of Illinois

fishes, and almost every river town has a

fish market for local trade. The 1956

catch, detailed on the facing map, is also

summarized in the accompanying graph.
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SPORT FISHING ON LAKES

George W. Bennett

Fishing is the most popular of all participation sports because it combines mild

exercise out-of-doors with the thrill of the chase. Illinois is not known for its angling;

nevertheless more than 800,000 people purchase fishing licenses each year. Several

thousands more fish without licenses, either because of age or because they own private

fishing waters.

Much of the sport fishing takes place in farm ponds, which are to be found in all

parts of the state. Most counties have fewer than 2,000 farm ponds, but the total

number is suflficient to make them a significant feature of the angling picture. Other

man-made impoundments useful for sport fishing are strip mine ponds, quarry

ponds, gravel pit ponds, and water supply reservoirs.

In 1948 the Illinois Department of Conservation began a program of lake de-

velopment and in this initial period five lakes—Argyle, Weldon Springs, Beaver Dam,

Ramsey, and Murphysboro—were purchased or constructed. With the passage of

the federal Dingell-Johnson Restoration Act in 1950, which returns to the states the

excise tax on fishing tackle, a new source of income became available and a large

part of the funds returned to Illinois is being spent in recreational lake construction

and development.

There are also 352 natural lakes in Illinois, including glacial lakes in the north

and flood plain and oxbow lakes along the larger rivers. Sinkhole ponds and lakes

are found in some limestone areas of southern Illinois. In the early twentieth century

several flood plain backwater lakes adjacent to the Illinois River were nationally

famous for their angling. Many of these lakes are now behind levees, have been

drained, and are being farmed. Were they ever returned to bottomland lakes, they

again would add to available good fishing waters.

The most important game fish for Illinois fishermen is the largemouth bass, which

is common in all types of lakes and ponds. Some walleyes, saugers, and northern pike

are found in certain Illinois waters, but by comparison with the largemouth bass

these other game fish are limited in their distribution and abundance and hence in

their availability. The smallmouth bass is rather widely distributed throughout

Illinois in streams and upland rivers; in lakes and ponds it apparently is unable to

stand prolonged competition with largemouth bass and other pond-inhabiting sun-

fishes. Pole-and-line fishermen often prefer to catch catfish, bullheads, drum, and

carp rather than bass. Grapples, bluegills, warmouths, red-ear sunfish, and white

bass are important to anglers using all types of tackle and either artificial or natural

baits.
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SPORT FISHING ON STREAMS

R. Weldon Lanmoie

The streams and rivers of Illinois provide thousands of miles of fishing. These

flowing waters, ranging from small upland creeks to big lowland rivers, contain a

wide assortment of fishes and are easily accessible to every inhabitant. Urban

dwellers are turning in ever increasing numbers to fishing as a major recreational

activity and it is the local waters that provide many of the fishing hours enjoyed by

the city fisherman.

Excluding introduced trout, 37 of the 176 species of fishes found in Illinois may

be considered sport fishes, and many others not included in this class are taken inci-

dentally by the hook-and-line angler. Largemouth bass, channel cat, freshwater

drum, black and white crappies, black and yellow bullheads, and several kinds of

sunfish and suckers are found in streams throughout the state. Smallmouth bass and

rock bass are restricted generally to the northern and central sections of Illinois,

spotted bass to the central and southern sections. Stocked trout will survive and sup-

port sport fishing only in a few streams in the northwestern part of the state.

The fishing methods used on Illinois streams can be grouped into three general

types: (1) fly casting, plug casting, and spin fishing with artificial lures of many

sizes and designs, (2) pole-and-line fishing using natural baits, and (3) set line fishing

using natural baits on bank poles, trot lines, or throw lines. Artificial lures are

eff"ective in taking the largemouth and smallmouth bass, white bass, rock bass, and a

great variety of smaller sunfishes. All of our sport fishes can be caught by pole-and-

line fishing, and this method is employed most often in fishing for catfishes, carp,

and suckers. Set lines are used mostly for catfishes, although many other kinds are

also taken in this way.

The challenge and fascination of stream fishing lies in its demand for adapting

various angling techniques to varied and changing fishing conditions: each species,

each stream habitat, and each season of the year requires special schemes and skills.

Consequently, the stream fisherman is often a specialist, fishing only for channel cat,

smallmouth bass, or some other fish.

Many of the pleasures of stream fishing come from the natural beauties usually

associated with our water courses. The existence of these natural areas and the

continuation of the interesting fishing is directly related to proper use of our stream

waters and water areas. If we are to have stream fishing in the future we must face

increased threats of pollution, demands for domestic and industrial waters, abuse of

the stream landscape, and the problem of acquiring access areas—problems which

are an active concern of the Illinois State Natural History Survey.
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RABBITS AND SQUIRRELS

Ralph E. Yeatter and Carl ^'. iv.^m

Three kinds of rabbits are native to Illinois: the white-tailed jack rabbit in the

northwest, the swamp rabbit in the south, and the cottontail rabbit throughout the

state. Cottontail rabbits are usually plentiful wherever vegetation is adequate—

a

circumstance which accounts in part for their abundance in urban areas and around

farmsteads, where shrubs and evergreens give protection from enemies and weather.

Rabbits are bagged by twice as many hunters as any other of our game animals; 81

percent of all reporting Illinois hunters killed one or more rabbits during the 1950-51

hunting season. Numerically they made up 43 percent of the game-bag that year.

In general, the rabbit population is relatively small in the northeastern counties

but increases westward and southward. Thirty-six percent of the rabbits bagged in

Illinois in 1950-51 were taken in the northern third of the state, 27 percent in the

central third, and 37 percent in the southern third. The percentage taken in the

different zones varies somewhat from year to year with fluctuations of the rabbit

population. In many localities, hunters do not take full advantage of their oppor-

tunity to harvest rabbits, and it is well worth noting in this regard that hunting is

seldom a cause of rabbit scarcity.

Perhaps no mammals in Illinois are enjoyed by more people than the gray and

fox squirrels which inhabit town and city parks-as well as woodlands. White and

black squirrels usually are light or dark individuals of the gray species. Pine or

northern red squirrels, once common in northern Illinois, were exterminated probably

before 1920.

Gray squirrels are most common in counties with much ungrazed woodland;

they appear to need underbrush as well as trees and thus are indicators of the status of

forest conservation. Accordingly, they are absent from much of central Illinois. Fox

squirrels are present in every county of the state, being tolerant of pastured woodland

and even finding hedgerows habitable. They are, however, most abundant in the

better forest areas.

Squirrels have two breeding periods annually, the first in mid-winter and the

second in early summer. First young of the second broods are born about mid-July;

by August 1 one-fourth of the females have young in the nest, and by mid-August

over two-thirds have young. About half of the young become independent of the

mother by the middle of October and all are independent by mid-November.

Gray and fox squirrels are much sought as game; 38 percent of Illinois hunters

report taking them regularly. They make up about one-fifth of the state's total game-

bag. Nearly half of the squirrels bagged annually are taken in the heavily-wooded

southern third of the state. The remainder is divided almost equally between the

northern and central counties.
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THE BOBWHITE QUAIL

Thomas G. Scott and Willard D. Klimstra

The bobwhite quail in Illinois is held in high regard by hunters and non-hunters

alike. A characteristic bird of the field edges, it is most successful where there is an

intermingling of grassy nesting areas, woodland, and cultivated fields. The first

quail census in North America was conducted in Illinois in 1906-1909. As is true

today, this census showed that quail tended to increase through the state from north to

south. In the northern third of Illinois the average population was one bird to 380

acres; in central Illinois, one bird to 110 acres; and in southern Illinois, one bird to 23

acres. Although present in every county, the great majority of quail are south of a

line drawn from Rock Island southeastward through Peoria to the Indiana line.

The bobwhite is an important sporting resource in Illinois. A recent survey

showed that it comprised about 20 percent of all the game animals taken by Illinois

hunters. The numbers of quail taken by hunters are greater than those of any other

game bird. About four times as many quail as pheasants are bagged annually. Be-

cause pointing breeds of dogs work effectively on quail, hunters may add to their

sporting enjoyment of the out-of-doors by using dogs.

THE RING-NECKED PHEASANT

Frederick Greeiey

Pheasants are present in about 65 counties north of a line from near Alton to

Lawrenceville. West of the Illinois River and south of Champaign County, however,

pheasants are scarce. The best shooting is found in the cash grain region of eastern

Illinois. It has been estimated that about one-third of the state's pheasant population

is in Ford and Livingston counties. In northern Illinois pheasant hunting is fair to

good, but there is heavy hunting pressure from nearby urban areas.

On the whole, cock pheasants are under-harvested in Illinois. The breeding

potential of pheasant populations with a sex ratio of ten hens to one cock is known to

be high, indicating a possible harvest of 80-90 percent of the cocks without endanger-

ing the resource. Pheasants are remarkably well adapted to modern agriculture;

indeed, in Illinois and elsewhere they thrive on the most fertile and intensively culti-

vated land. Nevertheless, there are agricultural areas in Illinois where pheasants are

few in number, despite many stocking attempts. If strains could be found which

were adapted to these unpopulated areas, a larger segment of the public could enjoy

these highly prized game birds. Research investigations of the fate of released birds

are in progress in the marginal pheasant range of southern and western Illinois.
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WATERFOWL

Frank C. Bellrose and Harold C. Hanson

Illinois, in the heart of the Mississippi Flyway, is frequented by hundreds of

thousands of waterfowl during the fall and spring migrations and in winter. Of the 20

species of waterfowl common in the state, only the wood duck nests here in appreciable

numbers.

Migrating waterfowl make moderate to heavy use of approximately 265,000

acres of water and land in Illinois. The largest single unit of habitat, embracing about

150,000 acres, occurs in connection with the navigation pool system of the Mississippi

River and extends from the Illinois-Wisconsin line to Alton, Illinois. From 500,000

to 1,000,000 ducks use this area for resting and feeding during the fall migration.

The Mississippi River valley provides greater opportunities for public waterfowl hunt-

ing than any other area in the state. On its sand bars and islands thousands of free-

lance hunters find sites for blinds. In both the Illinois and Mississippi River valleys,

mallards furnish the bulk of the bag, followed by pintails and lesser scaup.

The Illinois River valley provides 62,000 acres of water in ponds, sloughs, and

shallow lakes which largely flank the river channel between Spring Valley and

Meredosia. These water bodies form the heart of the duck habitat; they are used by

1 ,000,000 to 1 ,500,000 ducks at the peak of the fall migration. The Illinois River valley

provides some of the best mallard shooting in the nation. Over 300 private hunting

clubs and most of the state-managed public hunting grounds are located here.

The glacial lake region in the northeastern counties contains some 18,000 acres

of water and marsh utilized by waterfowl during the fall and spring. From 25,000 to

100,000 ducks frequent this region of the state in migration.

An indispensable means of managing waterfowl in the state are the refuges or

management areas established to preserve and improve habitat and better distribute

waterfowl populations and kill. Sixteen refuge or management areas, aggregating

66,000 acres, have been established by county, state, and federal agencies.

In the extreme southern part of the state, 15,000 acres of water and 20,000 acres

of land have been developed primarily for Canada geese and secondarily for ducks.

As a result of improved food conditions, the locally wintering goose population in-

creased from a few thousand to over 200,000 within a span of 30 years. Recently, this

region has attracted the greatest wintering concentration of Canada geese in North

America. In addition to the geese, from 100,000 to 300,000 ducks spend part of the

fall and most of the winter in the area.

Canada goose hunting is unexcelled at the public shooting grounds and numerous

daily fee clubs in southern Illinois. Each year from 30,000 to 40,000 geese are taken

by hunters who come from all over the United States. It has been estimated that

waterfowl hunters spend over $1,000,000 in southern Illinois annually.
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DEER HUNTING

Carl O. Mohr

When white settlers arrived in Illinois early in the nineteenth century, deer were

common but not generally numerous. One writer in the 1830's observed, "Deer are

more abundant than at the first settlement of the country. They increase, to a certain

extent, with the population. The reason for this appears to be, that they find protec-

tion in the neighborhood of man from the beasts of prey that assail them in the wilder-

ness." Clearing and log cutting by the early settlers created new habitats and for a

while deer increased in numbers. Probably the peak of abundance occurred about

mid-century. Later, more extensive destruction of forests, intensive agriculture, and

hunting reduced the deer to the point of extinction.

In 1855 the Illinois legislature enacted a closed season between January 15 and

August 1 except in certain designated counties, most of them in the southern half

of the state, and in 1873 it prohibited the killing of deer anywhere in the state be-

tween January 1 and August 15. However, restrictive laws failed to halt the down-

ward trend; by about 1910, native wild deer had almost or entirely disappeared from

the state.

The return of white-tailed deer to some of their former range resulted in part

from the release or escape of captive herds in northern Illinois many years ago, but

more widely from deliberate releases by the Illinois Department of Conservation and

the United States Forest Service. The first known release in southern Illinois was

that of four deer placed by the Department of Conservation on the state game refuge

at Horseshoe Lake in 1933. The next recorded release in that region was made by

the Forest Service in the Shawnee National Forest in December, 1935, when five

Michigan deer were released near Belle Smith Springs in Pope County. Other small

releases followed and, in the winter of 1942-43, the Department of Conservation

began a long-time program of removal, by live-trapping, of deer from the island of

the Horseshoe Lake refuge to various southern and central Illinois counties.

The first deer-hunting season in Illinois since 1900 was inaugurated in 1957.

Two thousand and thirty-eight deer were bagged by hunters and recorded at oflScial

checking stations in 1957. Eight thousand, nine hundred and nine persons hunted

with shotgun and 2,626 with bow and arrow in 1957.

Ogle County had the largest deer kill during both 1957 and 1958; 370 were re-

ported there in 1957 and 490 in 1958. In southern Illinois, Union and Pope Counties

were the leaders; bags of 264 and 266 respectively were reported for these counties in

1958. Most of the deer are concentrated in counties in proportion to the amount of

woodland and will continue to be so concentrated. They should, however, increase in

those marginal counties that currently have few deer.
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STATE PARKS AND MEMORIALS

Ralph E. Yeatter

The 46 parks and 29 memorials of the Illinois state park system total more than

28,000 acres. These areas include historical sites, places of natural and scenic interest,

parkways, and parks designed primarily for outdoor recreation. Maintained by the

Illinois Department of Conservation through its Division of Parks and Memorials,

these areas now attract about 10,000,000 visitors annually. Many parks have play-

grounds, trails, and camp grounds; some have overnight lodging and dining facilities.

Various aspects of the history of Illinois are exemplified by historical sites and

remains preserved and managed by the state as parks and memorials. Prehistoric

cultures are illustrated by the Cahokia Mounds State Park near East St. Louis and

Dickson Mounds State Memorial on the Illinois River near Havana. Monk's Mound
in Cahokia Mounds State Park, 110 feet high, 1,000 feet long, and 720 feet wide, is

one of the largest aboriginal earth structures in the Western Hemisphere.

Pere Marquette and Starved Rock State Parks are linked with the wilderness

journeys of early French missionaries and soldiers. Pere Marquette State Park

memorializes the landing of Pere Marquette and Louis Joliet at the junction of the

Illinois and Mississippi Rivers in 1673. Starved Rock, a fortress-like prominence on

the upper Illinois Ri\er, is the supposed site of the first Fort St. Louis built by La

Salle in 1682. Later, according to legend, a band of Illinois Indians surrounded on

this prominence by tribal enemies held out until overcome by thirst and hunger; from

this the rock acquired its name. Both parks are also of much interest from scenic and

naturalistic viewpoints.

French military strongholds of the eighteenth century, which were taken over

first by the British and then by the Americans under George Rogers Clark, are com-

memorated by three state parks. Two of these. Fort Kaskaskia and Fort Chartres

State Parks, are along the Mississippi River below East St. Louis, and the third. Fort

Massac State Park, is on the Ohio River. Partial restorations based on archeological

research have been made by the state on Fort Chartres and Fort Massac.

The uncertainties of the pioneering years are symbolized by two parks. Oxer-

looking the Ohio River in Cave-in-Rock State Park is a large cavern once inhabited

by prehistoric men and animals. It was occupied at times by outlaw bands in the

early history of the state. The Nauvoo State Park along the Mississippi River north of

Quincy contains the site of the once thriving Mormon city of Nauvoo. The jail in

nearby Carthage, whereJoseph Smith and his brother Hyrum were killed by a mob in

1844, is now maintained by the Mormon Church as a historical monument.

Among the numerous memorials and monuments to Abraham Lincoln in Illinois,

the New Salem State Park in Menard County is of special interest. The \illage of

New Salem, Lincoln's home during six years of early manhood, has been restored and
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refurnished with the greatest possible authenticity on the original site. Here "Lincoln

clerked in a store, chopped wood, enlisted in the Black Hawk War, served as post-

master, deputy surveyor and legislator, failed in business, and met Ann Rutledge."

In nearby Springfield are two of the best known Lincoln shrines, the Lincoln Home

and the Lincoln Tomb.

Space does not permit mention of all historic sites commemorated by the park

system. The Lincoln Trail State Park in Clark County near Marshall, marking the

route taken by the Thomas Lincoln family as it moved by wagon from Indiana into

Illinois in 1830, and the Lincoln Trail Homestead State Park near Decatur, the site of

the first Lincoln home in Illinois, where the family lived in 1830 and 1831, are under

development. The Lincoln Log Cabin State Park near Charleston in Coles County

contains a reproduction of the last home built by Thomas Lincoln, where he lived

from 1837 until his death in 1851. The graves of Abraham Lincoln's father and step-

mother are in the Shiloh Cemetery three miles west of the park.

A monument to Elijah R. Lovejoy, abolitionist editor who died at the hands of an

infuriated mob in 1837, is located in Alton. Markers in seven Illinois cities show the

sites of the famous Lincoln-Douglas debates. The Ulysses S. Grant Home State

Memorial in Galena, a large brick home presented to General Grant and his family by

the citizens of Galena, is now a museum housing many of the original furnishings.

Among the state parks which are primarily of scenic and naturalistic interest are

the Mississippi Palisades and Apple River Canyon Parks in northwestern Illinois, the

White Pines Forest, Buffalo Rock, Matthiessen, lUini, and Gebhard Woods Parks in

north-central Illinois, the Spitler Woods Park near Decatur, and the Giant City,

Feme ClyfTe, and Dixon Springs Parks in southern Illinois.

Several parks featuring attractive water areas and scenic landscapes serve pri-

marily for picnicking, boating, fishing, and hiking, and in some cases for camping

and swimming. Among the older established areas are Illinois Beach State Park on

Lake Michigan near Waukegan; Illinois and Michigan Canal State Parkway along

the old canal in Will, Grundy, and La Salle Counties; Kickapoo State Park, a re-

forested strip mine in Vermilion County near Danville; Grand Marais State Park near

East St. Louis; and Fox Ridge State Park in Coles County near Charleston.

Seven additional lake areas became state parks by action of the Sixty-ninth

General Assembly in 1955. These new parks are Argyle Lake in McDonough County,

Beaver Dam in Macoupin County, Lake Le-Aqua-Na in Stephenson County, Lake

Murphysboro in Jackson County, Ramsey Lake in Fayette County, Spring Lake in

Tazewell County, and Weldon Springs in De Witt County.
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MAJOR STATE AGENCIES DEALING WITH FOREST.

WILDLIFE. AND RECREATIONAL RESOURCES

Illinois Stale Natural History Survey, Urbana, Illinois. This division of the Department of

Registration and Education is concerned with research on biotic natural resources. The

research programs emphasize sport and commercial fisiies, birds, and mammals, and the

control of noxious insects. The division also conducts plant and animal surveys. Research

results are published and made available to the public and to scientists. The Survey co-

operates with state, federal, and private agencies and the public for the economic and social

betterment of the people of Illinois.

Cooperative Wildlife Research Laboratory, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois.

This agency investigates the life history and ecology of birds, mammals, reptiles, and am-

phibians. Many research projects are carried on in collaboration with private, state, and

federal agencies. Analyses are made of wildlife economics, game populations, game harvest,

game management techniques, and spoil bank reclamation. The Laboratory also provides

training for future wildlife biologists and teachers.

Department of Forestry, University oj Illinois, Urbana, Illinois. This department is engaged in

teaching, research, and public service. Professional training leading to the degree of Bachelor

of Science in Forestry is offered in the fields of forest production and wood technology and

utilization. Research includes woodland and plantation management, forest planting, hydro-

logic studies, forest diseases and insects, forest nursery problems, forest genetics, aerial piioto-

interpretation, wood preservation, timber physics, and forest products marketing. Public

services include general information, advice, and assistance to the public and a formal exten-

sion education program for adults and rural youth.

Division oJ Fisheries, Illinois Department oJ Conservation, Springfield, Illinois. The primary

purpose of the Division of Fisheries is to provide more and better fishing. There are three

phases in the fish conservation program: research, information and education, and manage-

ment. The major objectives for carrying out a well-balanced fisheries program are: (1)

maintenance of existing desirable fish habitat, (2) reliabilitation of potentially productive

fish habitat and re-cslablishmcnt of fish populations, (3) creation of department-owned

public fishing lakes and assistance on other water developments, and (4) acquisition of

access areas to sport fishing waters.
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Division of Forestry, Illinois Department of Conservation, Springfield, Illinois. The Division of

Forestry has responsibility for guiding the development of and providing the protection for

about 19 percent of the land area of the state, an area which exceeds 7 million acres. The

Division is mainly interested in: (1) forest fire control, (2) management of native timber, and

(3) reforestation of idle acres. The Division operates the Union State Nursery in Union

County and the Mason State Nursery in Mason County. It also manages three state forests

covering together about 10 thousand acres in Union, Mason, and Henderson counties.

Division of Game Management, Illinois Department of Conservation, Springfield, Illinois. The

Division of Game Management promotes the wise use of the wild game resources of the

state, and assumes responsibility for encouraging and directing the development of the game

habitat. The Division in its research seeks to establish sound bases for the development of

habitat and the management of the wild game crop. It is concerned among other things

with projects designed to perfect the management of migrating waterfowl and game birds

as well as for upland game birds and animals. The Division maintains refuges for waterfowl

in Massac, Alexander, Union, Calhoun, Henderson, Rock Island, Will, and Lake counties.

Seven public hunting areas for the taking of pheasants and five duck hunting areas are now

in operation during the appropriate seasons.

Division of Parks and Memorials, Illinois Department of Conservation, Springfield, Illinois.

The Division of Parks and Memorials functions in part to preserve the more important

historic sites and structures of the state. It also establishes and maintains public reservations

in areas particularly endowed with scenic, scientific, educational, and natural interests, for

the people of Illinois. The Division further contributes to the recreational needs of the state

through the creation of forest reserves which are maintained, as far as is possible, in the

natural condition for the public enjoyment. At present the Division administers 46 state

parks, 2 conservation areas, and 2 memorials. The parks, memorials, and recreational

areas will eventually be connected by a network of scenic parkways, a supplement to the

state highway system.
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SELECTED REFERENCE LIST OF DOCUMENTS PERTAINING

TO FOREST, WILDLIFE, AND RECREATIONAL RESOURCES

Forests

Illinois State Natural History Survey

First Report on a Forestry Survey of Illinois, 111. Nat. Hist. Surv. Bull. 14(8):291-377,

1923.

Second Report on a Forest Survey of Illinois: The Economics of Forestry in the

St.-^te, 111. Nat. Hist. Surv. Bull. 15(3):46-172, 1924.

Third Report ON A Forest Survey OF Illinois, III. Nat. Hist. Surv. Bull. 16(1):1-102, 1926.

Other

Central States Timber Resources, U.S. Dept. of Ag., Forest Service, Clentral States

Forest Exp. Sta. Misc. Release 13, 1957, 30 pp.

The Conservation Yearbook, 1955-1956, Cornwell Inc., Washington, D.C., 1956. 304 pp.

Forest Resources and Industries of Illinois, 111. Ag. E.xp. Sta. Bull. 562. 1952. 95 pp.

Hardwood Requirements of the Illinois C^oai.-Mining Industry. 111. Ag. Exp. Sta.

Bull. 554:498-551, 1952.

Illinois Forest Facts, 1957-1958 Edition, Illinois Forest Industries Ciommittce. Chicago,

III., in cooperation with American Forest Products Industries, Inc., Washington, D.C.,

1958, 12 pp.

Illinois Resource Management: Forest Conserv.\tion Teacher's Manual. Div. of

Forestry, III. Dept. of Cons., Springfield, 1959, 79 pp.

The Illinois Veneer Container Industry, 111. Ag. Exp. Sta. Bull. 534:385-432, 1949.

Our Growing Wood Supply, 1957 Edition, American Forest Products Industries. Inc.,

Washington, D.C., 1957, 24 pp.

A Preliminary Vegetation Map of Illinois, 111. Acad, of Sci. Trans. 23(3):204-17. l'>31.

Timber Resources for Amerk:a's Future, U.S. Dept. of Ag., Forest Service. Forest Resource

Report 14, January, 1958.

United States Census of .Xgriculture: 1954, U.S. Dept. of Cioni.. Bureau of the Census,

Vol. 1. Part 5, 1956, 294 pp.
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Fish

Illinois State Natural History Survey

Commercial Fisheries of Illinois Rivers: A Statistical Report for 1950, 111. Nat. Hist.

Surv. Biol. Notes 25, 1951, 36 pp.

Commercial and Sport Fishes of the Mississippi River Between Caruthersville, Mis-

souri, AND Dubuque, Iowa, 111. Nat. Hist. Surv. Bull. 25(5):267-350, 1951.

Efficiency and Selectivity of Commercial Fishing Devices Used on the Mississippi

River, 111. Nat. Hist. Surv. Bull. 26(4):325-66, 1955.

The Fishes of Champaign County: A Study of the Distribution and Abundance of

Fishes in Small Streams, 111. Nat. Hist. Surv. Bull. 19(1):5-101, 1930.

The Fishes of Illinois, Second Edition. 111. Nat. Hist. Surv., 1920, 357 pp.

I Some Conservation Problems of the Great Lakes, 111. Nat. Hist. Surv. Biol. Notes 31,

1953, 14 pp.

A Survey of the Fishery of the Kaskaskia River, 111. Nat. Hist. Surv. Bull. 20(2) :71-

123, 1933.

Other

The Biological Aspects of Recreational Lakes, in Master Plan for a State-wide

Conservation Lake Construction Program, 111. Dept. of Cons., Springfield, 1947, pp.

109-10.

Experimental Largemouth Bass Management in Illinois, Am. Fish. Soc. Trans. 80

(1950):231-9, 1951.

A New Fish Management Tool—The Drawdown, 111. Wildlife 9(2): 10-2, 1954.

Illinois Resource Management: Fish Conservation Teacher's Manual, Div. of Fisheries,

111. Dept. of Cons., Springfield, 1959, 79 pp.

Official Fishing Guide, 111. Dept. of Cons., Springfield, 36 pp.

Planning Artificial Lakes for Recreational Uses, 111. Cons. 9(2):34-7, 1944.

Pond Management in Illinois, Journ. of Wildlife Mgt. 16(3):249-53, 1952.

Furbearers

Illinois State Natural History Survey

An Evaluation of the Red Fox, 111. Nat. Hist. Surv. Biol. Notes 35, 1955, 16 pp.

Illinois Furbearer Distribution and Income, 111. Nat. Hist. Surv. Bull. 22(7):505-37,

1943.

Survey of the Illinois Fur Resource, 111. Nat. Hist. Surv. Bull. 22(6):435-504, 1943.

Other

The Beaver in Illinois, 111. Acad, of Sci. Trans., 1956, 49:193-201, 1957.

The Illinois Fur Trade Today, Illinois History 12(3):64-6, 1958.

Red Foxes and a Declining Prey Population, South. 111. Univ. Monog. Series 1, 1955,

123 pp.
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Game

Illinois State Natural History Survey

Canada Geese of the Mississippi Fi.yway, with Special Reference to an Illinois Flock,

111. Nat. Hist. Surv. Bull. 25(3):67-210, 1950.

Duck Food Plants of the Illinois River Valley. 111. Nat. Hist. .Surv. Bull. 21(8):237-80,

1941.

Duck Populations and Kill: An Evaluation of Some W.vrERFOwi. Regulations in

Illinois, 111. Nat. Hist. Surv. Bull. 23(2):327-72. 1944.

Food Habits of Migratory Ducks in Illinois, 111. Nat. Hist. Surv. Bull. 27(4):289-344,

1959.

Fox Squirrels and Gray Squirrels in Ii.linols, 111. Nat. Hist. Surv. Bull. 23(5):449-536,

1945.

Le.ad Poisoning as a Mortality Factor in Waterfowl Populations, 111. Nat. Hist. Surv.

Bull. 27(3):235-88, 1959.

Preferential R.ating of Duck Food Plants, 111. Nat. Hist. Surv. Bull. 22(5):417-33, 1943.

Tularemia, Weather, and Rabbit Populations, 111. Nat. Hist. Surv. Bull. 25(6):351-82,

1952.

White-tailed Deer Populations in Illinois, 111. Nat. Hist. Surv. Biol. Notes 34, 1954, 24

pp.

Bird Dogs in Sport and Conservation, 111. Nat. Hist. Surv. Circ. 42, 1948, 64 pp.

Housing for Wood Ducks, 111. Nat. Hist. Surv. Circ. 45, Second Edition. 1955. 48 pp.

Other

Investigations of Ring-necked Phea.sants in Illinois, III. Dept. of Cons. Tech. Bull. 1,

1958, 138 pp.

The Value of W.vierfowl Refuges in Illinois. Journ. of Wildlife Mgt. 18(2):160-9, 1954.

Miscellaneous

Illinois State Natural History Survey

A Century of Biological Research, 111. Nat. Hist. Surv. Bull. 27(2):85-234, 1958.

Fieldbook of Illinois Mammals, 111. Nat. Hist. Surv. Manual 4, 1957, 233 pp.

The Ornithology of Illinois, Pari 1, Descriptive Catalogue, \'ol. I, Springfield,

1889, 520 pp.

The Ornithology of Ii.llnois, Part 1, Descriptive Catalogue, \'ol. II, Springfield,

1895, 282 pp.

Wildlife and Fishery Values of Boitomland Lakes in Illinois, III. Nat. Hist. Surv.

Biol. Notes 21, 1949, 24 pp.

Other

Illinois Blue Book for 1957-1958, Springfield, 1958, 921 pp.

Illinois State Parks, Memoriai.s and Conserv.ation Areas, Sixth Edition. III. 1 )<i)i. Cons.,

Springfield, 1959, 48 pp.
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INDEX OF COUNTIES. CITIES. AND TOWNS

Incorporated Cities and Towns with Populations of 1000 or more in 1950
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